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IMAGINE THAT! I'M READING:
Imaginative Aspects of Early Reading Play
Thomas M. Buescher
Dr. Buescher is an Assistant
Professor at the College of
Education of Wayne State U niversity.

For the past few years, I have had
the opportunity of watching, talking
to, and playing with a variety of
young gifted children. Like their
parents, I have been trying to understand and predict the mercurial
development of these exciting
youngsters. After a good number of
hours of observing and listening, I
am sorry to say that my hopes for
weaving a proper "theory" about
how these children's gifts for
thinking, exploring, and representing their experiences emerge may
be quite a few years away! The good
news, though, 4, that I have been
able to put some ideas together
about the importance of play and
playfulness in nurturing the unfolding of this remarkable 2roce§§.
Imagination a~d- play are complementary aspects of the earliest
thinking of young children. If the
imagination and resourcefulness of
a child is accepted as being a critical
basis for the later interaction of
language and thinking, then one
must be careful not to dismiss any
playful approach to speaking or
reading as being ''cute'' but nonessential.
Imagination and the
process of reading begin to spark
each other long before a child can
actually engage meaningfully in his
or her own reading process. It is the
nature of this interaction that I will
examine in the next few pages.
While the examples and explanations are drawn from my work
with young gifted children, I believe
the actions and interpretations
represent a basic process in all
youngsters.

PLAY,
PLAYFULNESS
IMITATION

AND

A parent of a young child told me
recently that he had woken early
one morning with shouts of '' Stop
thief! ... There's the thief! ... Stop that
thief!... HURRAY!'' echoing from
his son's bedroom. Unsure as to
whether such a thief was in the
vicinity or if his son was jabbering
in his sleep, the father opened the
bedroom door and found his twoand-a-half-year-old sprawled on the
floor with one of his Richard Scarry
books. "I'm reading ... Here's
Bananas the Gorrilla ... Do you want
to read with me?'' At 6:30? Imagine
that! He was reading -- or at least he
thought he was reading. He was
playing and enjoying himself. Or
was he reading?
A lot of play in young children is
imitative -- and by two years of age,
the imitative play takes on more and more dimensions of makebelieve.
Climbing into a clothesbasket for a
''drive'' to the store is as natural to a
two-year-old as imagining oneself as
a baseball star is to a ten-year-old.
But what does imaginative play accomplish? Does a young child's play
at reading reflect "role-playing"?
imitative-play needs? Or is it more
deeply connected to the roots of
play, as thinking itself?
Definitions
of
play
and
playfulness seem to abound, yet few
capture the complete measure of
whatever it is play appears to be.
One of my favorite definitions is actually a list of characteristics
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developed by Catherine Garvey
(1977):
1. Play is pleasurable and enjoyable.
2. Play has no extrinsic goals--its
motivations are intrinsic.
3. Play is spontaneous and voluntary.
4. Play necessarily involves '' active'' engagement by the player.
5. All play requires the player(s)
to recognize that what is done is not
what it appears to be.
This last idea is one developed in
Peter Reynolds' (1976) definition of
play, based on the behaviors of the
higher primates. He has indicated
that
the
"simulative"
(as
distinguished from "imitative")
modality of play is critically related
to the developing primate's ability
to construct useful skills and
processes related to thinking. As
behavior in the simulative mode, plav
provides an opportunity for a being
to learn, test-out, and modify actions or ideas in a manner that saves
both
physiological
and
psychological energy. The immature learner is given the freedom,
so to speak, not to be liable for the
normal expected consequences of a
particular act. It is this aspect of
play that permits a young child to
"playfully" put on an aunt's pierced
earring and not reap the whirlwind
of outrage!
Play then is important developmentally for what it produces: a
spontaneous, pleasurable and ''buffered'' understanding of the world
in which one lives (Buescher, 1979).

;
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Play with objects or processes
produces a clearer delineation of
how persons, objects, or activities
are related to the player. Most importantly, play provides a way of
learning that has no arbitrary boundaries of time or purpose; one can
play as little or as much as one
chooses.
I mentioned earlier that the
simulative aspect of play needed to
be distinguished from imitative. The
distinction for me is important
because it shows the difference
between "mimicking" (imitating) a
role or action and ''simulating'' it
for playful purpose. For the sake of
simplicity (see Susanna Millar' s
Psychology of Play for the complexity!), imitation is an innate
capacity of higher beings, and can
be fostered by simple instrumental
learning conditions. Any parent or
teacher certainly knows how little
reinforcement it takes for eightyear-olds to ''ape'' the actions of the
class clown! Simulation, on the
other hand, is an attempt by a child
or adult to predict playfully and act
on the underlying factors in a
behavior or role. For example,
young boys are prone to "simulate"
not only the athletic exploits of a
favorite baseball player, but also the
total environment · and person-toperson reaction of fans to their acc om p li shm en ts. Imitation can
recapture only one individual act at
a time; simulation attempts to
rewrite and recast a whole continuum of behaviors to arrive at
th_ei_r central meanin_g,
Focusing on ideas central to his
theory of intelligence, Piaget (1951)
has perhaps produced a clearer
distinction between imitation and
play. If a child is able to assimilate
more information than he or she can
accommodate, then the result is
play (more information adapted
only to personal experiences and
needs). On the other hand, if little is
assimilated from what the child experiences and only accommodated,
then imitation results (more information is adapted based on demands of the external world). In·
what we have just discussed,
imitation provides little information

for extending the language and
thinking of the child.
THE ROLE OF PLAY FOR
LANGUAGE PROCESSES
To return to our example of the
two-and-a-half-year-old with the
Richard Scarry book--was he
imitating or simulating the reading
process? Was he '' acting like'' he
was reading or was he "playfully
reading"? My own hunch is that it
was the latter. A look at the role of
play in the development of language
and speaking might provide some
helpful clues to support this notion.
Much has been reported about the
essential role of language development for the cognitive and social
growth of young children (Britton,
1971). But there is a second aspect
that also affects the child's language
and meaning growth: the playful
use of language, or speech-play.
Scherzer I1976) describes speechplay by what it does not do, namely,
enhance meaning through words
and vocal symbols.
Through
playing with language, the child can freely manipulate the linguistic
forms and sounds of his language.
In effect, speech-play is a preoccupation with all the aspects of
one's language except meaning. The
more foolish and silly the sounds
and patterns, the more exuberant
the child's responses.
This playful exploitation of
language is perhaps one of the most
striking aspects of the social play of
young gifted children. It is as if the
youngster has suddenly discovered
a new toy that can be played with
repeatedly, and never be quite the
same (Buescher and Brown, 1980).
Kornei Chukovsky has remarked
that young children do not seem to
be as "saturated" with the sounds
and meanings of everyday language,
and so they find much delight in the
shapes of words, the figurative
properties of meaning, and the
rhythm of certain sounds and
phrases (1963).It is often from the
playful manipulation of language
that a young child discovers and
demonstrates the newly acquired
linguistic rules of his language for
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word and sentence formation.
Speech-play seems to provide an
environment for discovery and
learning that cannot be easily
replicated in more formal learning
programs--particularly since most of
the language ''instructors'' a young
child has in play are his or her
peers!
The often topsy-turvy use of the
language and language processes a
child is learning is an important clue
as to why a child needs to set his
language free for play. ''Language at
play'' becomes yet one more facet of
the child's world that can be
manipulated and explored to
produce significant results in future
years. As my friecd, Margot Biersdorf (at Gibson School for the Gifted), has often emphasized, the
young child's playful use of
language "takes the lid off" his
imagination, opening up the child to
more and more creative aspects of
the language process. That is why it
is so difficult to understand why
many early intervention programs
for young children are still reluctant
to facilitate a youngster's playful
use of language, particularly in view
of the delight every child derives
from it! Language is play, not a
chore.
PLAYFUL ASPECTS OF READING
I remarked at the outset of this article that imagination is just as
critical to spark the development of
the reading process as it is to expand
reading's horizons.
Imaginative
play with language and thinking
leads a child to the point of playfully
engaging with the more diverse and
complicated aspects of the language
process. My own opinion is that we
h~ve all made far too _little of young
children's "reading p1ay" (to coin a
term), and have rather taken a very
down, grit-your teeth-and-make-' em
read approach, characterized by
"readiness activities" that spark no
one's imagination.
I believe that reading is a natural
extension of the language process,
and therefore ought to enjoy the
same privileges. It is hard to under-

stand at times how a youngster who
so thoroughly delights in picturebooks and creative tales at two can
become so rigidly antagonistic about
the reading process by six or eight!
The problem does not lie with the
text and the author; in that realm,
imagination and playful use of
language are anticipated and
abound. Rather, the problem rests
with conflicting and often arbitrary
notions of how reading should be
nurtured and sustained.
What are the important factors in
reading play? I would return to the
ideas emphasized by Catherine
Garvey and Peter Reynolds and say
that reading-play is language
behavior that is pleasurable, spontaneous, voluntary, and highly active--and most importantly, far
removed from the specter of
''error''
When one watches very bright
young children noisily paging
through new and favorite picturestory- baoks, -the excitement that
crackles in the air makes tht
suggestion of ''correcting'' reading
behaviors seem unthinkable. But it
is clear that already some critical
reading behaviors are surfacing, and
obviously will be reinforced by both
the children and the parent or
teacher:
1. "Reading" (reading-play) is fun
and exciting.
2. "Reading" is meaningful--that is,
one reads for the sense of what is
happening.
3. ''Reading'' is noisy and colorful.
4. "Reading" proceeds to an end or
conclusion.
5. "Reading" is not what it appears
to be--in other words, there is more
to it ''than meets the eye.''
I.n my experience, young gifted
ch~ldren can discriminate very
quickly between reading-play and
reading (instruction). It is the very
reason that many pf them succumb
to "reading - readiness" activities in
kindergarten or before, knowing.
they can return home and get on
with their own real reading at the
end of the day! To allow (or even
reinforce) such a double standard in
reading is no longer defensible.

Imagination and creativity go
hand-in-hand with early speech and
reading-play. I believe it is the
responsibility of parents and
teachers alike not only to encourage, support, and participate in
the reading-play of their children,
but also to guarantee that its important elements are the basis for
imaginative reading instruction.
The next time a young child says to
you, "I'm reading," don't be fooled.
Heis!
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